Abstract: We show how many classes of partial differential systems with local and nonlocal nonlinearities are linearisable. By this we mean that solutions can be generated by solving a corresponding linear partial differential system together with a linear Fredholm integral equation. The flows of such nonlinear systems are examples of linear flows on Fredholm Stiefel manifolds that can be projected onto Fredholm Grassmann manifolds or of further projections onto natural subspaces thereof. Detailed expositions of such flows are provided for the Korteweg de Vries and nonlinear Schrödinger equations, as well as Smoluchowski's coagulation and related equations in the constant frequency kernel case. We then consider Smoluchowski's equation in the additive and multiplicative frequency kernel cases which correspond to the inviscid Burgers equation. The solution flow in these cases prompts us to introduce a new class of flows we call "graph flows". These generalise flows on a Grassmann manifold from sets of graphs of linear maps to sets of graphs of nonlinear maps. We include a detailed discussion of directions in which these flows can be generalised to include many other partial differential systems with local and nonlocal nonlinearities.
Introduction
Our goal herein is to demonstrate how the solution flow of certain classes of nonlinear partial differential systems can be generated as the solution to a corresponding set of linear partial differential systems together with either a linear or nonlinear Fredholm integral equation. The linear Fredholm integral equation is the Marchenko equation in the context of classical integrable systems. It played an analogous role for the classes of partial differential systems with nonlocal nonlinearities considered by Beck, Doikou, Malham and Stylianidis [10, 11] . The nonlinear Fredholm integral equation is the natural nonlinear generalisation of the Marchenko equation. In the preliminary applications we consider herein though, it is realised as a nonlinear function relation. The classes of nonlinear systems that fall into each category of solution method, i.e. utilising either the linear or nonlinear Fredholm integral equation, are thinly though distinctly separated. We show that the category of nonlinear systems that are linearisable in the sense that the linear Fredholm integral equation is required are unified as either Fredholm Grassmannian flows in a given coordinate chart, or as further projections onto natural subspaces. The category of nonlinear systems for which a nonlinear Fredholm integral equation is utilised are unified as nonlinear graph flows. Herein we formally propose the notion of a nonlinear graph manifold as the generalisation of the Fredholm Grassmann manifold. The Fredholm Grassmann manifold can be thought of as consisting of all collections of graphs of compatible linear Hilbert-Schmidt maps. The nonlinear graph manifold we propose consists of all collections of graphs of all compatible Hilbert-Schmidt maps, whether linear or nonlinear.
The unifying approach to solving nonlinear partial differential equations we develop herein has its roots in computational spectral theory where Grassmannian flows were developed to deal with numerical difficulties associated with different exponential growth rates in the far-field for large (high order) systems, see Ledoux, Malham and Thümmler [53] and Ledoux, Malham, Niesen and Thümmler [52] as well as Karambal and Malham [45] . In Beck and Malham [9] Grassmannian flows and representative coordinate patches were instrumental to the characterisation and computation of the Maslov index for large systems. This led to the need to develop the theory of Fredholm Grassmannian flows and thus nonlinear partial differential systems. We were then motivated by a sequence of papers by Pöppe [67, 68, 69] , Pöppe and Sattinger [70] and Bauhardt and Pöppe [8] . These papers advocated, at the operator level, the solution of classical integrable systems by solving a linearised version of the system at hand together with a Marchenko operator relation. This was the natural development from classical constructions of this type suggested and developed in particular by Miura [62] , Dyson [34] and Ablowitz, Ramani and Segur [2] . Of specific interest in Pöppe's papers was that the structure underlying the approach advocated therein appeared to be that of a Fredholm Grassmannian. In Beck et al. [10, 11] we first explored this question and showed how to solve classes of partial differential systems with nonlocal nonlinearities. Herein we generalise the theory to now include some classical integrable equations as well as further extensions to Smoluchowski's coagulation equations and the related inviscid Burgers equation as well as some elliptic partial differential systems.
Explicitly, though formally for the moment, the essential ideas underlying the Grassmann-Pöppe programme we advocate here and the extension to nonlinear graph flows can be summarised as follows. Let us consider the forward problem to begin with. Suppose the maps Q = Q(t) and P = P (t) satisfy the following linear system of differential equations:
where A, B, C and D are known operators. We assume Q(0) = Q 0 and P (0) = P 0 for some given data Q 0 and P 0 such that Q 0 − id and P 0 are Hilbert-Schmidt maps and A and C are bounded operators while B and D are possibly unbounded operators. Assume there exists a solution in the sense that Q(t)−id and P (t) are Hilbert-Schmidt maps for t ∈ [0, T ] for some T > 0. We now pose the following linear time-dependent map G from Q to P for each t ∈ [0, T ]:
i.e. P = GQ for some Hilbert-Schmidt map G = G(t). A straightforward calculation shows that if Q and P satisfy the linear equations above then G satisfies the Riccati differential equation:
as a Hilbert-Schmidt map for t ∈ [0, T ′ ] for some 0 < T ′ < T . If D and B are differential operators then this Riccati equation could take the form of an evolutionary partial differential differential equation with a nonlocal nonlinearity for the integral kernel g corresponding to G. As we shall see, a further projection on a subspace parametrised by a subclass of kernels g may generate an evolutionary partial differential equation with a local nonlinearity. Now instead pose the following nonlinear time-dependent map π from Q to P for each t ∈ [0, T ]:
π : (Q, t) → P, i.e. P = π(Q, t) for some Hilbert-Schmidt map π. Again a straightforward calculation reveals if Q and P satisfy the same pair of linear differential equations above then π = π(Q, t) satisfies the advective partial differential equation
as a Hilbert-Schmidt map for t ∈ [0, T ′ ] for some 0 < T ′ < T . This naturally collapses to the Riccati equation case above when we assume π is a linear timedependent map of the form π(Q, t) = G(t)Q(t).
Let us now consider the inverse problem. By this we mean, given a nonlinear partial differential system, can we match it to either the Riccati or advective differential equations above? First let us suppose we can match a given evolutionary nonlinear partial differential system to the Riccati equation above when expressed in terms of the integral kernel g corresponding to G. This means we can identify the corresponding operators A, B, C and D. Given some initial data g 0 and thus G 0 , though this does depend on the context as we shall see, one natural identification is to set Q 0 = id and P 0 = G 0 . Then we could solve the corresponding linear partial differential equations for the integral kernelsq and p corresponding to Q − id and P , respectively. With these in hand we can then solve the Fredholm integral equation P = GQ for G and thus g at any given time t ∈ [0, T ′ ]. This procedure represents the gain we have made. To emphasise this, assume we can solve the linear evolutionary partial differential system for q and p analytically; this is often feasible. We choose a time t ∈ [0, T ′ ] of interest and evaluateq and p at those times. We can then generate the solution g to the nonlinear evolutionary partial differential system of interest at that time by solving the linear Fredholm integral equation represented by P = GQ. In other words we can solve a nonlinear evolutionary partial differential system by solving a pair of linear evolutionary partial differential equations and a linear integral equation. This technique is employed to solve many classes of evolutionary partial differential systems with nonlocal nonlinearities in Beck et al. [10, 11] . Here we extend it to the Korteweg de Vries and nonlinear Schrödinger equations as well as to a general Smoluchowski-type equation in the case of constant coagulation frequency. See sections 3-5 for these and related cases. It was when we tried to extend this Riccati approach to the additive and multiplicative frequency cases that, taking inspiration from Byrnes [16] and Byrnes and Jhemi [17] , we considered the nonlinear Fredholm integral map leading to the advective evolutionary partial differential equation above. Still with the inverse problem in mind, suppose we are given an advective evolutionary partial differential equation for π = π(x, t) of the form ∂ t π = Cx + Dπ − (∇π)(Ax + Bπ), where for simplicity we assume for the moment A, B, C and D are suitably commensurate matrices, all of which we have identified explicitly. In this case by characteristics, the problem is given initial data π 0 = π 0 (x) and a position x and time t ∈ [0, T ′ ] at which we wish to evaluate the solution, to find where the characteristic through (x, t) emanated from at time t = 0. Assume we have solved the pair of ordinary differential equations for Q and P so that we know the functions Q = Q(t, Q 0 , P 0 ) and P = P (t, Q 0 , P 0 ) explicitly. To find where the characteristic through (x, t) emanated from we must solve the nonlinear algebraic equation x = Q t, Q 0 , π 0 (Q 0 ) , for Q 0 . Then upon substituting this value for Q 0 , the solution to the advective partial differential equation above is given by π(x, t) = P (t, Q 0 , π 0 (Q 0 )). For example, as is well-known, the inviscid Burgers equation which represents the desingularised Laplace transform of the Smoluchowski coagulation equation in the additive and multiplicative frequency cases can be solved in this manner. In Section 6 we explore this case in detail and discuss immediate generalisations. The Riccati flow above can be considered as a flow expressed in a given coordinate patch of a Fredholm Grassmann manifold, as already mentioned, and we thus denote them as Fredholm Grassmannian flows. We explored this connection is some detail in Beck et al. [10, 11] as well as the interpretation of singularities as poor representative coordinate patches. For completeness we review this perspective in Section 2 as well as derive some new general regularity results for the Riccati flow. The advective flow above can be considered as a nonlinear graph flow. As already mentioned we propose in Section 6, when we first come across it, the notion of a nonlinear graph manifold. It is important to mention the central role Riccati equations and Grassmann manifolds play in optimal control theory. In optimal linear-quadratic (LQ) control the optimal continuous feedback operator satisfies an anologous Riccati equation to that above. See for example Bittanti, Laub and Willems [13] , Brockett and Byrnes [14] , Hermann [42, 43] , Hermann and Martin [44] , Martin and Hermann [58] and Zelikin [87] for more details. A comprehensive list of these and other applications of Grassmannian flows can be found in Ledoux, Malham and Thümmler [53] . Byrnes [16] and Byrnes and Jhemi [17] extended the LQ optimal control theory to nonlinear systems and cost functions and derived a Riccati partial differential equation for the optimal continuous feedback map. Our advective evolutionary partial differential equation for π above is just a special case of a Riccati partial differential equation. As for the LQ case the idea is to find the solution to the Riccati partial differential equation offline and then use it to mediate the optimal feedback in situ. See Section 6 for some more details.
Finally summarising what is new in this paper, we:
1. Establish by a direct minimal proof at the operator level that the classical Korteweg de Vries and nonlinear Schrödinger solution flows are generated by a corresponding linear base flow doubly projected, first onto a natural Fredholm Grassmannian of graphs of linear Hilbert-Schmidt maps, and second onto a further natural subspace; 2. Prove the solution flow of a general Smoluchowski-type equation with nonlocal nonlinearities is generated by a corresponding linear base flow projected onto a Fredholm Grassmannian of graphs of linear Hilbert-Schmidt maps; 3. Demonstrate how inviscid Burgers and Riccati partial differential equation flows can be realised as nonlinear graph flows. As a consequence we propose the notion of a nonlinear graph manifold as the set of all compatible graphs of nonlinear Hilbert-Schmidt maps; 4. Show how a class of elliptic flows are generated as stationary Riccati solutions; 5. Formally discuss the application of the Grassmann-Pöppe approach we propose to many more nonlinear systems.
Our paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide some preliminary background material on Fredholm Grassmann manifolds and their structure. Then we show in sections 3 and 4 how the solution flows to the Korteweg de Vries and nonlinear Schrödinger equations, respectively, can be realised as Fredholm Grassmann flows projected onto a further natural subspace. We show how a classical system with nonlocal nonlinearities, namely Smoluchowski's coagulation equation, can be linearised in Section 5. Then in Section 6 we consider the inviscid Burgers equation and introduce the proposed "nonlinear graph flows". We also show how the linearisation approach we propose classically applies to certain classes of nonlinear elliptic systems in Section 7. Finally in Section 8 we formally consider a multitude of possible further applications of the approach we propose. There are three appendices with both numerical simulation results and some further applications to systems with nonlocal nonlinearities.
Fredholm Grassmannian flows
An important structure underlying a large class of nonlinear systems is the Fredholm Grassmann manifold. Herein we introduce its structure. More details and background information can be found in Beck et al. [10, 11] , Segal and Wilson [78] and Pressley and Segal [72] . Towards the end of this section we also introduce some specialist sub-structures we will need for the different applications to come. The Fredholm Grassmann manifold or Fredholm Grassmannian is also known as the Sato Grassmannian or Segal-Wilson Grassmannian, amongst other nominations; see Sato [75, 76] [72, Chapters 6, 7] .
Suppose we have a separable Hilbert space H = H(C). All separable Hilbert spaces are isomorphic to the sequence space ℓ 2 (C) of square summable complex sequences; see Reed and Simon [73, p. 47] . It is sufficient for us to parametrise the sequences in ℓ 2 (C) by N. We choose to represent any sequence a ∈ ℓ 2 (C) as a column vector a = (a(1), a(2), a(3), . . .) T where a(n) ∈ C for each n ∈ N. Any element a ∈ ℓ 2 (C) if and only if a † a = n∈N a * (n)a(n) < ∞ where † denotes the complex conjugate transpose and * denotes the complex conjugate only. For two elements a, b ∈ ℓ 2 (C) the natural inner product on ℓ 2 (C) is given by a † b. Consequently a natural canonical orthonormal basis for ℓ 2 (C) are the vectors {e n } n∈N where e n is the vector with one in its nth component and zeros elsewhere. The Fredholm Grassmannian of all subspaces of H that are comparable in size to a given closed subspace V ⊂ H is defined as follows; see Pressley and Segal [72] .
Definition 1 (Fredholm Grassmannian). Let H be a separable Hilbert space with a given decomposition H = V⊕V ⊥ , where V and V ⊥ are infinite dimensional closed subspaces. The Grassmannian Gr(H, V) is the set of all subspaces W of H such that:
(i) The orthogonal projection pr : W → V is a Fredholm operator, indeed it is a Hilbert-Schmidt perturbation of the identity; and (ii) The orthogonal projection pr : W → V ⊥ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
We assume herein the underlying separable Hilbert space H and closed subspace V are of the form
. This specific setting is the form for our applications. Suppose we are given a set of independent sequences in ℓ 2 (C)× ℓ 2 d (C) which span ℓ 2 (C) and we record them as columns in the infinite matrix
Hence each column of Q lies in ℓ 2 (C) and each column of P lies in ℓ 2 d (C). Let us also assume when we constructed Q we additionally ensured Q is a Fredholm operator on ℓ 2 (C) of the form Q = id +Q whereQ ∈ J 2 (ℓ 2 (C); ℓ 2 (C)) and id = id ℓ 2 (C) . Here J 2 (ℓ 2 (C); ℓ 2 (C)) is the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from ℓ 2 (C) → ℓ 2 (C), equipped with the norm Q 2 J2 := trQ †Q where 'tr' is the trace operator. Associated with any Hilbert-Schmidt operator is the regularised Fredholm determinant det 2 (id +Q) := exp
The operator Q = id+Q is invertible iff det 2 (id+Q) = 0; see Simon [79] . Further we assume when we constructed P we additionally ensured P is a HilbertSchmidt operator from
spanned by the columns of W . Further we denote by V 0 the canonical subspace with the representation
where id = id V0 and O is the infinite matrix of zeros. Suppose we now project W onto V 0 , the projections pr : W → V 0 and pr :
This projection is only achievable if det 2 Q = 0. We assume this holds for the moment and address what happens when it does not hold momentarily. We can now assert that the subspace of H spanned by the columns of W coincides with the subspace spanned by V 0 which is V 0 . The transformation given by Q −1 ∈ GL(V) transforms W to V 0 . Indeed under the transformation of coordinates Q −1 ∈ GL(V) the representation W for W above becomes id G ,
where G = P Q −1 . Any subspace that can be projected onto V 0 can be represented in this way and vice-versa. Indeed the operator G ∈ J 2 (ℓ 2 (C); ℓ 
where W S represents the S rows of W and so forth. For any subspace W = span{W } there exists a set S such that det 2 (W S ) = 0 and we can make a transformation of coordinates
For further details on submanifolds, the stratification and the Schubert cell decomposition of the Fredholm Grassmannian, see Pressley and Segal [72, Chap. 7] . In our applications we consider evolutionary flows where operators Q = Q(t) and P = P (t) evolve in time t 0 as solutions to a system of linear differential equations. We typically assume Q to be of the form Q = id +Q and require bothQ and P to be Hilbert-Schmidt operators. The initial data is typically required to beQ(0) =Q 0 ∈ J 2 (ℓ 2 (C); ℓ 2 (C)) and
. Our applications in sections 3 and 5 for example, directly fall into the following canonical category. We assume there exists a T > 0 such that for t ∈ [0, T ] there exists a smooth path of subspaces W = W(t) of H and such that the projections pr : W(t) → V and pr : W(t) → V ⊥ 0 are respectively parametrised by the operators Q(t) = id +Q(t) and
are the domains, respectively, of the unbounded operators D and B. Our prescription also involves two bounded operators 
where Q = id +Q. We assumeQ(0) =Q 0 and P (0) = P 0 for some givenQ 0 ∈ J 2 (ℓ 2 (C); ℓ 2 (C)) and P 0 ∈ Dom(D)∩Dom(B). We also assume det 2 (id+Q 0 ) = 0.
We call the evolution equations for Q and P the base equations and the linear Fredholm integral equation defining G = G(t) the Riccati relation. Assuming we have established suitable solutions Q = Q(t) and P = P (t) as indicated, we now establish the existence of the solution G = G(t) to the linear Fredholm equation.
Lemma 1 (Existence and Uniqueness: Canonical prescription). Assume for some T > 0 we knowQ
In particular there exists a unique solution
Proof. Our proof relies on results from Simon [79] and Beck et al. [11] . First,
we know det 2 (id +Q(t)) = 0. Second, if · op denotes the operator norm for bounded operators on V, then for any ℓ ∈ N, H ∈ J * and K ∈ J 2 (V; V) we have:
. Third, we can establish (see Beck et al. [11, Lemma 2.4 , proof]) using the identity (id +Q)
Fourth, note we can write (id+Q 0 ) −1 = id−Q * whereQ * :=Q 0 (id +Q 0 ) −1 . Therefore we observe using the ideal property we can establish the two inequalities
By assumption we know P J * is bounded and by continuity (Q −Q 0 ) J2 is as small as we require for sufficiently small times. Fifth, our goal now is to demonstrate Q * J2 is bounded. We define f to be the regularised Fredholm determinant function f (A) := det 2 (id + A) for any A ∈ J 2 . From Simon [79, 
for any A, B ∈ J 2 . Hence see for any µ ∈ C we have
where we used the definition of the regularised determinant to expand the second determinant factor above. From this computation we deduce the derivative of f is given by
we can establish the required bound for Q * J2 and the conclusion for G = P (id +Q) −1 follows.
⊓ ⊔
The point of all this is the following central result.
Theorem 1 (Canonical decomposition).
Assume the operators Q, P and G satisfy the Canonical Prescription 1 and conditions stated therein. Then the results of the existence and uniqueness Lemma 1 imply there exists a T > 0 such that for all
,
0 where Q 0 = id +Q 0 . Proof. Differentiating the Riccati relation P = GQ with respect to time using the product rule, using the base equations and feeding through the Riccati relation once more generatesĠQ =Ṗ − GQ = (C + DG)Q − G(A + BG)Q. Postcomposing by Q −1 establishes the result. ⊓ ⊔ Remark 1 (Canonical matching). The examples we consider in sections 3 and 5 for the Korteweg de Vries equation and Smoluchowski-type models, respectively, can be matched to this canonical case straightforwardly. The matching involves identifying the correct context and operators. For the nonlinear Schrödinger equation we consider in Section 4 we need to generalise the canonical case slightly as follows. We extend the system therein to include corresponding equations for the adjoints of all the operators present. Then noting the evolution equations for P and its adjoint P † are closed and solvable, we generate evolution equations forQ and its adjointQ † for which the corresponding unbounded operator B has coefficients that are P -or P † -dependent.
We end this section with some results specific to the applications in sections 3 and 4. In particular we define what we mean by an additive or Hankel operator, our so-called observation functional, and prove a product rule involving both.
Definition 2 (Additive operator with parameter). We say a given HilbertSchmidt operator R ∈ J 2 with corresponding square integrable kernel 'r' is Hankel or additive with a parameter x ∈ R if its action, for any square integrable function ψ, is given for all y ∈ (−∞, 0] by (Rψ)(y;
The observation functional is defined for any Hilbert-Schmidt operator as follows; exactly as in Pöppe [68] .
Definition 3 (Observation functional). Given a Hilbert-Schmidt operator G with corresponding square integrable kernel g = g(y, z), the operator observation functional · is defined to be G := g(0, 0).
Remark 2 (Observation functional/forward map). We call this the observation functional due to the following analogy. In data assimilation theory the forward map characterises the relation between the system state and partially observed data. Here the system state is represented by the Hilbert-Schmidt operator G or its integral kernel g = g(y, z) and the image of the forward map · is the "partial observation" g(0, 0). More generally as we see below, G and thus g depend on parameters x and t so g = g(y, z; x, t) and thus G := g(0, 0; x, t).
An immediate property we can deduce when we have a serial composition of operators of the form F RR ′ F ′ where R and R ′ are additive operators is the following crucial product rule given by Pöppe [68] .
Lemma 2 (Product rule). Assume R and R ′ are additive Hilbert-Schmidt operators with parameter x and F and F ′ are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Then, suppressing the implicit dependence on x, we have
and the following product rule holds:
Proof. This is a consequence of the fundamental theorem of calculus and additive properties of R and R ′ . Let f , r, r ′ and f ′ denote the integral kernels of F , R,
giving the result. Setting y = z = 0 generates the secondary product rule. ⊓ ⊔
Korteweg de Vries equation
We explicitly carry through Pöppe's programme for the Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation, streamlining the argument given in Pöppe [68] ; also see McKean [60] . Our prescription for the KdV equation is the following system of linear equations.
Prescription 2 (Korteweg de Vries equation).
Assume the Hilbert-Schmidt operators P = P (x, t) andQ =Q(x, t) are additive in the sense given in Definition 2, with corresponding kernels given by p = p(y + z + x; t) andq = q(y + z + x; t). Assume together with the Hilbert-Schmidt operator G = G(x, t) with integral kernel g = g(y, z; x, t) they satisfy the system of linear equations
Remark 3. We observe the additive kernel p = p(x, t) satisfies
Remark 4. Since we setQ = P we could have equivalently stated ∂ tQ = ∂ 3 xQ instead of the linear differential equation for P shown.
Remark 5 (Motivation and nomenclature). The first two equations represent the base relations. That we setQ = P , is motivated by the corresponding assumption in Ablowitz et al. [2] . The relation P = G(id +Q) represents the Riccati relation.
In this and the next section, for any given integrable function f = f (x), we denote its Fourier transform by f = f(k) and define its inverse by the formulae
We need to establish basic regularity results for linear partial differential equations such as the linearised Korteweg de Vries equation for the integral kernel p = p(x; t); see Remark 3. Further, we need to know under what conditions they generate corresponding Hilbert-Schmidt operators P . Classical regularity results for the KdV equation can be found in Craig and Goodman [26] . Here, in order to include the linearised nonlinear Schrödinger equation in the next section, we establish the required results for the following general dispersive linear partial differential equation for p = p(x; t) from R × R + to C:
We also set
i.e. the Sobolev space of all functions which themselves as well as all their derivatives are square integrable. Any such functions are thus smooth.
Lemma 3 (Dispersive linear PDE properties).
Assume p = p(x; t) is a solution to the general dispersive linear partial differential equation above. Let w : R → R denote an arbitrary polynomial function with constant non-negative coefficients, whose Fourier transform we denote w = w(k) while W : R → R + denotes the specific function W : x → 1 + x 2 . Then p and its Fourier transform p = p(k; t) satisfy the following properties for all k ∈ R and t 0:
We establish the results in order as follows: (i) By the Plancherel Theorem and the definition of the Fourier transform we observe ∂p 
Taking the complex conjugate of this and using both expressions to expand ∂p * (t)∂p(t) generates the inequality shown when we integrate with respect to k and use the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young inequalities; (ix) Follows from (viii); (x) We observe
, where we used the equality stated in the proof of (i) just above; (xi) This follows from (iii), (ix) and (x); and finally (xii) By a standard change of variables ξ = y + z and η = y − z we have (see for example Power [71] )
We establish the sense in which a solution to the KdV Prescription 2 exists.
Lemma 4 (Existence and Uniqueness: KdV prescription). Assume that
W (R; R),q 0 ≡ p 0 and det(id +Q(x; 0)) = 0 whereQ(x; 0) has integral kernel q 0 = q 0 ( · + x) for any x ∈ R. Then there exists a T > 0 such that for each t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ R we have: (i) The solution p = p(y + x; t) to the equation
W (R; R) with p(x; 0) = p 0 (x) and thus P (x; t) ∈ J 2 and is a smooth function of x and t; (ii) The determinant det 2 (id +Q(x; t)) = 0; (iii) There exists a unique solution
− × R; R)) to the linear Fredholm equation (withq ≡ p):
Proof. In order, the results are established as follows. First (i), the time regularity of p follows directly from the spatial regularity assumed on the initial data. Further, the regularity of p = p( · + x, t) with respect to x follows by the additivity assumption. Thus via the results of the dispersive linear PDE Lemma 3 we deduce P (x; t) ∈ J 2 and it is a smooth function of x and t; Second (ii), since P = P (x; t) ∈ J 2 is a smooth function of x and t so isQ =Q(x; t) ∈ J 2 and so det 2 (id +Q(x; t)) = 0 for t ∈ [0, T ′ ] for some time T ′ > 0, if T ′ < T we reset T to be T ′ ; Third (iii) now follows from the abstract result given in the existence and uniqueness Lemma 1 for the canonical prescription; recallQ = P here. ⊓ ⊔ We now prove the following result originally given by Pöppe [68] . Note that G = G (x, t) and is given by G (x, t) = g(0, 0; x, t). We think of G as our observations of the operator quantity G.
Theorem 2 (KdV decomposition).
Assume the Hilbert-Schmidt operators P ,Q and G satisfy the Pöppe Prescription 2 and their corresponding kernels satisfy all the assumptions of the corresponding existence and uniqueness Lemma 4. Then for some T > 0 the integral kernel g = g(y, z; x, t) corresponding to G satisfies the non-local evolution equation for every t ∈ [0, T ],
and so the function G = G (x, t) given by G (x, t) = g(0, 0; x, t) satisfies the primitive form of the Korteweg de Vries equation
Proof. SinceQ = P we note G = P (id + P ) −1 , and we set U := (id + P ) −1 . We also observe the partial fractions formula: id − U = P U = U P . Since G = P U and ∂U = −U (∂P )U , direct computation using the Leibniz rule and ∂ t P = ∂ 3 x P reveals (subscripts denote partial derivatives)
Next using id − U = P U = U P we observe
Substituting into the expression for ∂ t G − ∂ 3 x G above we find
where we used U x = −U x P − U P x = −P x U − P U x and combined similar terms on the right hand side. Using the first relation in the product rule Lemma 2 and suppressing the implicit x and t dependence we observe since G = P U = U P :
which gives the result. ⊓ ⊔ Remark 6. The proof above is based on Pöppe [68] . It only utilises simple noncommutative calculus rules and the product rule Lemma 2.
The Existence and Uniqueness Lemma 4 for the Korteweg de Vries prescription and Theorem 2 establishing the decomposition, imply that we can generate solutions to the Korteweg de Vries equation as follows. Suppose we are given the arbitrary smooth data function p 0 = p 0 (x). We generate the corresponding solution p = p(x, t) to the linear equation
x p analytically either in Fourier space or as a convolution integral with the Airy function kernel. In other words we analytically evaluate p = p(x; t) at the prescribed time t > 0. Then for any given time t 0 we can generate a corresponding solution G = G (x, t) where G (x, t) = g(0, 0; x, t) by solving the Fredholm equation in Lemma 4 for g(y, z; x, t). Then setting y = z = 0 generates the corresponding solution G = G (x, t) to the primitive form of the Korteweg de Vries equation.
Remark 7 (Initial data). Note we start with initial data say p 0 for the linearised Korteweg de Vries equation which is quite arbitrary, and then compute the corresponding initial data G (x, 0) for the nonlinear Korteweg de Vries equation. Ideally we would like the logical flow to be in the other direction, i.e. given G (x, 0) we would like to compute a corresponding p 0 . In principle this is possible via classical "scattering" methods. Indeed McKean [60, p. 238 ] remarks on whether we could perform this more straightforwardly in the Grassmann-Pöppe approach herein.
We demonstrate this approach with numerical simulations in Appendix A.
Nonlinear Schrödinger equation
We give a new proof that the solution to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS) is given by the solution to a linear Fredholm equation involving the data from the linearised form of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation together with a quadratic relation as outlined presently. Referring to the notation and definitions given in Section 3 just above, we carry through Pöppe's programme for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation through the following prescription.
Prescription 3 (Nonlinear Schrödinger equation).
Assume the HilbertSchmidt operator P = P (x, t) is additive in the sense given in Definition 2 with corresponding integral kernel given by p = p(y + z + x; t). Assume also that Q =Q(x, t) and G = G(x, t) are time-dependent Hilbert-Schmidt operators with corresponding integral kernels given byq =q(y, z; x, t) and g = g(y, z; x, t). Suppose all three operators satisfy the system of linear equations
As in the last Section 3 for the Korteweg de Vries equation, we note G = G (x, t) is given by G (x, t) = g(0, 0; x, t), and from the prescription, the additive kernel p = p(x, t) satisfies i∂ t p = ∂ 2 x p. Note we now assume a quadratic relation betweenQ and P as shown, where P † denotes the adjoint of the complexvalued Hilbert-Schmidt operator P . Our motivation for this quadratic relation comes from Zakharov and Shabat [86] and Ablowitz et al. [2] .
Lemma 5 (Existence and Uniqueness: NLS prescription). Assume that
W (R; C) with p(x, 0) = p 0 (x) and thus P (x; t) ∈ J 2 and is a smooth function of x and t; (ii) The function given bŷ
i.e. the kernel corresponding toQ, is such thatQ(x; t) ∈ J 1 and is a smooth function of x and t; (iii) If det(id+Q(x; 0)) = 0, which we assume, then we have det(id +Q(x; t)) = 0; (iv) There exists a unique
− × R; C)) which satisfies the linear Fredholm equation:
Proof. In order, the results are established as follows. First (i), these results are established exactly as for the existence and uniqueness Lemma 4 for the KdV equation via the results of the dispersive linear PDE Lemma 3. Second (ii), that Q = P † P ∈ J 1 for every x ∈ R and t ∈ [0, T ] follows from the Hilbert-Schmidt ideal property since P † P J1 P † J2 P J2 . Third (iii), since P = P (x; t) is smooth in x and t so isQ =Q(x; t) and so det(id +Q(x; t)) = 0 for t ∈ [0, T ′ ] for some time T ′ > 0, if T ′ < T we reset T to be T ′ . Fourth (iv), again follows from the corresponding abstract result given in the existence and uniqueness Lemma 1 for the canonical prescription with the mild modificationQ = P † P ∈ J 1 . ⊓ ⊔ Theorem 3 (Nonlinear Schrödinger decomposition). Assume the HilbertSchmidt operators P ,Q and G satisfy the Pöppe Prescription 3 and their corresponding kernels satisfy all the assumptions of the corresponding existence and uniqueness Lemma 5. Then for some T > 0 the integral kernel g = g(y, z; x, t) corresponding to G satisfies the non-local evolution equation for every t ∈ [0, T ],
and so the function G = G (x, t) given by G (x, t) = g(0, 0; x, t) satisfies the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
Proof. Our procedure is similar to that for the Korteweg de Vries equation. Sincê Q = P † P we write G = P (id + P † P ) −1 and set U := (id + P † P ) −1 . We note the partial fractions formula id − U = P † P U = U P † P . We also observe since
where in the last step we used
we have P U = V P and 1
Using these relations, the first relation in the product rule Lemma 2 and suppressing the implicit x and t dependence we observe:
which gives the result.
⊓ ⊔
As for the Korteweg de Vries equation, we can generate solutions to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation as follows. Suppose we are given the arbitrary smooth data function p 0 = p 0 (x). We generate the corresponding solution p = p(x, t) to the linear equation i∂ t p = ∂ 2 x p analytically, again either in Fourier space or as a convolution integral. We can generate the corresponding functionq = q(x, t) by computing the integral given in part (ii) of Lemma 5. Then for any given time t 0 we can generate a corresponding solution G = G (x, t) where G (x, t) = g(0, 0; x, t) by solving the Fredholm equation in Lemma 5 for g(y, z; x, t). Setting y = z = 0 generates the corresponding solution G = G (x, t) to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. Remark 7 regarding arbitrary data given for G also applies here. Lastly, we demonstrate the approach above in practice with numerical simulations in Appendix A.
Remark 8 (Integrable hierarchy).
The Grassmann-Pöppe approach we outlined for the KdV and NLS equations extends to the integrable hierarchy including the modified KdV, coupled diffusion and anti-diffusion system with cubic nonlinearity (see Kraenkel and Senthilvelan [48] ) and so forth. See Doikou, Malham and Stylianidis [29] and Stylianidis [80] for these and non-commutative extensions.
Smoluchowski's coagulation and related equations
We extend Pöppe's programme to Smoluchowski's coagulation equations and some related models. Smoluchowski's coagulation equation has the form
where g(x; t) denotes the density of molecular clusters of mass x and K = K(x, y) is a given frequency kernel. Briefly, the rationale for this model is as follows. Let us focus on a cluster of mass x. The underlying assumption is that the rate at which a cluster of mass x merges with a cluster of mass y is proportional to the product of the density of the clusters, i.e. proportional to g(x; t)g(y; t). The constant of proportionality is the frequency kernel K = K(x, y) which takes different forms depending on the application; see Aldous [4] for more details. Only clusters of mass less than x can coalesce to produce clusters of mass x and thus the rate at which clusters of mass y x and x−y coalesce is 1 2 K(y, x−y) g(y; t)g(x−y; t), where the half factor accounts for the labelling symmetry x − y ↔ y. The total contribution to the rate of increase of clusters of density g(x; t) is thus the total coalescence gain term shown above. In the coalescence process clusters of mass x are being lost at all levels at the rate K(x, y) g(x; t)g(y; t) and this results in the total loss term (second term on the right) shown above. Smoluchowski's coagulation equation has been employed in many applications which include modelling of polymerisation, aerosols, clouds/smog, clustering of stars and galaxies as well as schooling and flocking. Again see Aldous [4] [61] . Our goals herein are as follows. We explore the constant kernel case in detail and show how it fits naturally into our context of Grassmann-Pöppe flows. We show how more general Smoluchowski-type equations also naturally fit into this context as well. We then briefly explain the well-known natural context for the additive and multiplicative kernel cases which will then be considered in more detail in Section 6.
Hence we begin by assuming K(x, y) = 1 throughout this section apart from where indicated otherwise. In the case K(x, y) = 1 the evolution of the total number of clusters m 0 (t) := g(x; t) dx, where the integration is over x ∈ [0, ∞), is given immediately as follows. Integrating the equation above over x ∈ [0, ∞), swapping the order of integration in the first term and making a change of variables revealsṁ 0 = − With this in hand, as is well-known, the natural context for the Smoluchowski equation in this case is Laplace transform space, see Menon and Pego [61] . For any function g ∈ L 1 (R + ; R), we define its Laplace transform g = g(s) by
Direct computation reveals if g = g(x; t) satisfies Smoluchowski's equation with K = 1, then its Laplace transform g = g(s; t) satisfies the Riccati equation
The natural prescription is given by the following linear system. Assume we are given arbitrary data g 0 = g 0 (s) to the Riccati equation above so g(s, 0) = g 0 (s).
Prescription 4 (Smoluchowski constant kernel equation).
Assume the real-valued functions q = q(s; t), p = p(s; t) and g = g(s; t) satisfy:
whereq(x, 0) = 0 and p(x, 0) = g 0 (x). Note we decomposed the Laplace transform q(s, t) = 1+q(s, t) whereq is the Laplace transform ofq. To show g = g(x; t) satisfies Smoluchowski's equation in this context, we require the result of the Inverse Kernel Lemma 6 below. We omit this demonstration here as this example is a special case of our general Smoluchowski-type equation result below.
Remark 9 (Rescaling).
We can always rescale the solution g so that g = Hg for some function H = H(x). For example in the case of Smoluchowski's coagulation equation with K = 1 this would result in the equation
Any coagulation-type equations of this form can be solved as outlined above as they can be converted to the K = 1 case by rescaling.
Remark 10 (Exponential coagulation kernels). Some not-so-obvious example frequency kernel cases can be solved in the manner outlined in the last Remark 9. Consider the equation in Remark 9, but only involving the gain term on the righthand side. Suppose H(x) = exp(αx 2 ) for some constant α ∈ C. Then the ratio H(y)H(x−y)/H(x) = exp(−2αy(x−y)). Thus we could solve a gain-only Smoluchowski coagulation equation with frequency K(y, x − y) = exp(−2αy(x − y)) by reversing the rescaling process outlined above. Indeed there is a whole family of exponential coagulation frequency kernels generated by exponential functions of monomials of x of any degree, for which the gain-only Smoluchowski coagulation equation can be solved in this manner.
Our main goal in this section is to prove a given prescription of linear equations generates the solution of a general Smoluchowski-type equation with constant coagulation frequency kernel K = 1. This equation has the form: g(x − y)q(y) dy.
Prescription 5 (General Smoluchowski-type equation).
Assume the realvalued functions q = q(x; t), p = p(x; t) and g = g(x; t) satisfy
where q = δ +q, with δ = δ(x) the Dirac delta-function. We assume for all t 0 for which a solution exists ∂ m p(0; t) = 0 for all m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , deg(d) − 1}. Further we assumeq(x; 0) = 0 and p(x; 0) = g 0 (x) for a given data function g 0 also satisfying the boundary conditions stated.
In this context
, respectively, which satisfy the pair of differential equations given in the prescription above. Indeed we derive explicit formulae for them below in Remark 11.
Lemma 6 (Inverse kernel). Assumeq =q(x; t) is such thatq(x; 0) = 0 and q ∈ C([0, T ]; L 2 (R + ; R)) for some T > 0. Then there exists a T ′ > 0 with T ′ < T , such that there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with kernel function
we have q(x; t) = δ(x) +q(x; t) and q * (y − x; t) = δ(y − x) +q * (y − x; t) satisfy the following relation for any function f ∈ C([0, T ′ ]; C(R + ; R)):
Proof. The Laplace transform of the result shown is f(s; t)q(s; t)q * (s; t) = f(s; t). Hence in Laplace transform space, provided q(s; t) = 0, there exists a q * = q * (s; t), namely q * (s; t) = 1/q(s; t), such that the relation stated in the lemma holds. Observe that q(s; t) = 1+q(s; t) withq(s; 0) = 0 and q * (s; t) = 1+q * (s; t).
Hence at t = 0 we haveq * (s; t) = 0. Further, for a short time at least q(s; t) = 0 and thus q * (s; t) = 1/q(s; t) exists. Translating all these statements under the inverse Laplace transform gives the result stated. ⊓ ⊔
Lemma 7 (Existence and Uniqueness: Smoluchowski prescription).
Assume the data g 0 ∈ Dom(d) is given and that there exists a T > 0 such that Lemma 7 follows immediately from Lemma 1 for the canonical linear system.
Theorem 4 (General Smoluchowski-type decomposition)
. Given g 0 ∈ Dom(d) assume q = q(x; t), p = p(x; t) and g = g(x; t) satisfy the Smoluchowski prescription 5 and the assumptions of the existence and uniqueness Lemma 7. Then for some T > 0 the unique solution g ∈ C ∞ ([0, T ]; Dom(d)) to the linear Fredholm integral equation p = g * q satisfies the evolution equation, Proof. In principle with careful matching we can call on our result for the canonical system in Section 2 here. However it is just as easy to prove directly, which we now do. First, consider the boundary conditions. We set ∂ = ∂ x . Since p = g * q we observe ∂p(x; t) = ((∂g) * q)(x; t)+g(0; t)q(x; t). Since by assumption ∂p(0; t) = 0 and the first term on the right collapses to zero at x = 0 we deduce g(0; t) = 0.
Using this we then see ∂ 2 p(x; t) = ((∂ 2 g) * q)(x; t) + ∂g(0; t)q(x; t). Again since ∂ 2 p(0; t) = 0 and the integral term vanishes at x = 0 we deduce ∂g(0; t) = 0. Iterating this procedure we deduce that ∂ m+1 p(0; t) = 0 implies ∂ m g(0; t) = 0 for m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , deg(d) − 2}. Hence the final boundary condition for ∂ m g(0; t) with m = deg(d) − 1 is not fixed yet. Hence we see
where Dg| 0 := C∂ deg(d)−1 g(0; t) and C is the coefficient of the highest degree term in d. Recall the degree of b is strictly less than d so this boundary term does not appear in the corresponding expression involving b. Second, by direct computation using p = g * q, the product rule and that q and p satisfy the general Smoluchowski-type prescription equations we find:
We now multiply both sides by q * , integrate over x ∈ [0, y] and use the Inverse Kernel Lemma. The result of this is an equation involving the general Smoluchowski-type equation evaluated at y plus the term ( Dg| 0 )δ(y) equal to zero. We deduce g must necessarily satisfy the general Smoluchowski-type equation and the final boundary condition ∂ m g(0; t) = 0 for m = deg(d) − 1. ⊓ ⊔
Remark 11 (Explicit solution in practice). Using Prescription 5, in
Laplace transform space we observe p(s; t) = e td(s) g 0 (s). Solving the evolution equation for q in Laplace transform space and using q 0 (s) = 1 and p 0 (s) = g 0 (s), we find
The solution to the Smoluchowski Prescription 5 is then given by computing the inverse Laplace transform of g(s; t) = p(s; t)/q(s; t).
Remark 12 (Domain the whole real line).
We can equivalently consider a general Smoluchowski-type equation over R, with all the integrals shown in the model defined over R rather than [0, ∞) and [0, x) and carry through the complete scheme above analogously.
We round off this section with two related observations. The first is the following. In the general Smoluchowski-type Theorem 4 above we imposed d = d(∂) and b = b(∂) have constant coefficients. However there is at least one exceptional case as follows. Consider the following prescription of linear equations.
Prescription 6 (Pre-Laplace Burgers equation).
Assume q = q(x; t), p = p(x; t) and g = g(x; t), with ν > 0 a constant parameter, satisfy for x ∈ R + :
g(y; t) q(x − y; t) dy.
Proposition 1 (Pre-Laplace Burgers). Given real data g 0 which is square integrable over R + with respect to all cubic polynomial weights, assume q = q(x; t) and p = p(x; t) satisfy the prescription given just above. Assume we choose T > 0 such that there exists an inverse kernel q * which is continuous in time and square integrable over R with respect to all cubic polynomial weights and satisfies the Inverse Kernel Lemma 6. Then there exists a unique solution g, square integrable over R + with respect to all cubic polynomial weights, satisfying
Proof. Note p also satisfies ∂ t p = νx 2 p. By direct calculation we observe
In the last step we used p(x; t) = 2νxq(x; t). Using the final relation in the prescription the second term on the right can be expressed in the form where we used the substitution ξ = y + z, swapped the labels ξ and y and then swapped the order of integration. If we insert this expression into the first calculation above, multiply both sides of the resulting equation by q * , integrate and use the Inverse Kernel Lemma 6, then we observe g = g(x; t) satisfies ∂ t g(y; t) = νx 2 g(x; t) + 
Inviscid Burgers equation and nonlinear graph flows
We consider the inviscid Burgers equation in light of its connection to Smoluchowski's coagulation equation in the last section. Our results herein were instigated by our work on Grassmannian flows and their applications to partial differential equations with nonlocal nonlinearities; see Beck et al. [10, 11] . We were inspired by the work of Byrnes [16] and Byrnes and Jhemi [17] which comes to the inviscid Burgers equation as a very special case of an optimal nonlinear control problem, as follows. They consider a control system of the forṁ q = b(q) + σ(q)u for the system state q = q(t) where b is a nonlinear vector field as are each of the columns of the matrix σ. The function u = u(t) is a control which must be chosen to minimise a general nonlinear cost function
, where L is a nonlinear Lagrangian density and Q a nonlinear final state realisation cost at time T > 0. See Byrnes [16] for more details. For the Bolza problem every extremal control u * for any initial state q 0 gives rise to a canonical pair satisfyingq = ∇ p H * ,ṗ = −∇ q H * , for some Hamiltonian H * , and p(T ) = −∇Q(q(T )). In addition u * = u * (q, p) and the goal is to find a map π such that p = π(q, t) so that the optimal control u * can be expressed in terms of the current state q. Indeed a further goal is to solve the equation for the current state feedback map π backwards in time from time T offline, and then use it in the dynamical forward optimal control problem. This is analogous to the case in optimal linear-quadratic control theory when π satisfies a Riccati ordinary differential system. Here π satisfies the Riccati partial differential equation ∂ t π = ∇ q H * (q, π) + (∇ q π)∇ p H * (q, π) with π(0, t) = 0 and π(q, T ) = ∇ q Q(q). In the case of the Bolza problem for the quadratic cost function L(q, u) = |u| 2 where p = u, the evolution of q and p is given by the pair of linear ordinary differential equationsq = p andṗ = 0. The Riccati partial differential equation in this case corresponds to the inviscid Burgers equation.
With this knowledge in hand, we begin here with a reinterpretation of the inviscid Burgers equation as follows. On the one hand we have the classical result that the inviscid Burgers equation ∂ t π + (∇π)π = 0 for π = π(q; t) with initial data π 0 can be solved via characteristics by defining space-time curves q = q(a, t) byq = π(q, t) with q(a, 0) = a for all a ∈ R n . Here n ∈ N is any fixed dimension. Hence if π satisfies the inviscid Burgers equation and q evolves according to the characteristic curves, we deduceπ(q; t) = 0 along the characteristics curves. Hence we find π(q(a, t); t) = π 0 (a) along the characteristics which are given by q(a, t) = a + tπ 0 (a). Consequently to determine π = π(x; t) at any point (x, t) ∈ R×R + we must solve the algebraic equation x = a+tπ 0 (a) for a ∈ R n and substitute the result into π(x; t) = π 0 (a) so that π(x; t) = π 0 ((id + tπ 0 ) −1 (x)).
On the other hand, as indicated by Byrnes [16] and Byrnes and Jhemi [17] , we can consider the prescription given by the following system of equations.
Prescription 7 (Inviscid Burgers equation). Assume for each a ∈ R
n the R n -valued functions q = q(a, t), p = p(a, t) and π = π( · , t) satisfẏ q(a, t) = p(a, t), p(a, t) = 0, p(a, t) = π q(a, t), t , where q(a, 0) = a so p(a, 0) = π 0 (a) and π 0 : R n → R n is a given function.
We think of these equations as prescribing the evolution of a continuum of particles labelled by a ∈ R n at time t = 0. The path of each particle is represented by q(a, t) ∈ R n . We call q(a, t) for all a ∈ R n the flow while we shall call the map q t : a → q(a, t) the flowmap. Note the first two equations above, which are linear, assert that the evolution of each of the particles in the ensemble is characterised by zero acceleration, i.e.q(a, t) = 0 for all a ∈ R n . The third relation in the prescription above however represents a fundamental difference to our development in the previous sections. In our current perspective we now seek a nonlinear map π : (q(a, t), t) → p(a, t), i.e. from the particle trajectory coordinates to the particle momentum coordinates. In other words, we propose the existence of a time-dependent nonlinear map that emulates or reproduces the momentum path from knowledge of the particle path. In phase space we have
representing the graph of π t at any time t 0. Note we have omitted the labels 'a' as well as explicit t-dependence for brevity, and to be precise π t • q ≡ π(q, t).
Remark 14.
We can also view the map π t above as follows. Sinceṗ = 0, as already intimated, we have π(q(a, t), t) = π 0 (a). For any given fixed t 0, we can re-write this as the relation π t • q t = π 0 . Hence the map π t is analogous to the inverse map to q t with respect to π 0 , or more precisely for any given fixed t 0, we see
We now return to the result of Byrnes [16] and Byrnes and Jhemi [17] .
Proposition 2 (Inviscid Burgers decomposition).
For any a ∈ R n assume that q = q(a, t) and p = p(a, t) satisfy the prescription for the inviscid Burgers equation given above. Assume for some T > 0 there exists a smooth invertible function π such that for all t ∈ [0, T ] and a ∈ R n we have p(a, t) = π(q(a, t), t). Then π = π(q(a, t), t) satisfies the inviscid Burgers equation: ∂ t π + (∇π)π = 0.
Proof. By direct computation, since 0 =ṗ(a, t) =π(q(a, t), t), the chain rule implies 0 = (∂ t π)(q(a, t), t) + ((∇ q π)π)(q(a, t), t).
⊓ ⊔
We can now establish the well-known explicit solution as follows.
Corollary 1 (Inviscid Burgers solution)
. Given a smooth function π 0 : R n → R n , there exists a T > 0 such that for all t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ R n the solution π = π(x, t) to the inviscid Burgers equation is given by π(x, t) = π 0 ((id + tπ 0 ) −1 (x)).
Proof. Usingq(a, t) = p(a, t) and p(a, t) = p(a, 0) = π 0 (a) we see q(a, t) = a + tπ 0 (a). Via the standard argument, given x ∈ R n , provided we can solve x = a + tπ 0 (a), which we can do for sufficiently small times when π 0 is smooth, then π(x, t) = π(q(a, t), t) = p(a, t) = π 0 (a) where a = (id + tπ 0 ) −1 (x).
⊓ ⊔
We note the essential ingredient to finding an explicit solution is the ability to determine the solution 'a' to the nonlinear algebraic relation x = a + tπ 0 (a).
Remark 15 (Nonlinear graph manifold and coordinate patches). In the inviscid Burgers Prescription Lemma 7 the underlying linear flow corresponds to the phase space for (q t , p t ) shown. The prescription also posits the time-dependent nonlinear map π t : q t → p t , from the particle to the momentum coordinates. As we have just seen, the map π t satisfies the inviscid Burgers equation and the prescription provides the mechanism for solution as a realisation of the method of characteristics. Recall our discussion preceding Remark 14. We can view this procedure as the projection of the linear flow of the phase space (q t , p t ) on a Stiefel manifold of n-frames in R 2n onto the graph (id, π t ) T of the nonlinear map π t . This interpretation can be found in Byrnes [16] and Byrnes and Jhemi [17] ; in optimal control this choice was made so the optimal feedback could be described in terms of the current system state q t . If the map π t were linear we would view this as the projection onto a given coordinate chart of the Grassmannian Gr(R 2n , R n ). In principle, as π t is nonlinear, this represents a coordinate patch of a nonlinear graph manifold. We provide a formal description of such an object here. We can think of the Grassmannian Gr(R 2n , R n ) as the collection of all possible suitably compatible graphs
. . , i n } with i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i n represents a subset of {1, . . . , 2n}. We think of the nonlinear graph manifold as the collection of all possible suitably compatible graphs of linear or nonlinear maps π S • : R n → R n of the form just above. Let us consider one particular different coordinate patch, to the canonical choice where S = {1, . . . , n}, the coordinate patch with S = {n + 1, . . . , 2n}. Hence, given the same underlying phase space (q t , p t ) from the prescription withq t = p t andṗ t = 0, suppose now instead we seek the nonlinear map π ′ t : p t → q t and to determine its evolution. Thus in phase space we now have
which corresponds to S = {n + 1, . . . , 2n} and represents another coordinate patch of the nonlinear graph manifold. Naturally in this case π
t . Using the underlying linear evolution equations for q t and p t we observe
In other words, if we set y = p 0 we find π
For a well defined π ′ 0 this solution is always well-defined. The question is, can we use such coordinate patches to define patches in space-time using which we can construct a generalised notion of solution to the inviscid Burgers equation for all t > 0? We intend to investigate this question in detail elsewhere.
Remark 16. We make the following further formal observations: (i) Generalised inviscid Burgers models. The evolution equations for q = q(a, t) and p = p(a, t) can be generalised as follows. Assumeq = A(q, p, t)q + B(q, p, t)p andṗ = C(q, p, t)q + D(q, p, t)p, where A, B, C and D are commensurate matrix-valued nonlinear functions of q and p. Then if p = π(q, t) we observe that Cq + Dp =π = ∂ t π + (∇ q π)(Aq + Bp). Hence if x = q(a, t) then π = π(x, t) satisfies the first order nonlinear equation ∂ t π +(∇π)(A(x, π, t)x+B(x, π, t)π) = C(x, π, t)x + D(x, π, t)π. Being able to find an explicit solution relies on being able to determine q and then q −1 for fixed t 0 explicitly. For example assume A, C and D are all zero but B = f (|p| 2 ) for some smooth scalarvalued function f . In this instanceṗ = 0 and the evolution of q is given by q(a, t) = a + tf (|π 0 (a)|
2 )π 0 (a). Thus provided we can solve the nonlinear algebraic relation x = q(a, t) for a, thus establishing q −1 , then π(x, t) = π 0 (q −1 (x)) is the solution to the equation ∂ t π + (∇π)f (|π| 2 )π = 0. (ii) Linear Riccati maps. Suppose in (i) above for general coefficients A, B, C and D, the Riccati map π is linear so p = πq, i.e. π is a suitably commensurate multiplicative matrix. Then in this caseṗ =πq + πq and the evolution of q and p can be replaced by the pair of equations for q and π given byq = A(q, π, t)q + B(q, π, t)πq and the Riccati equationπ = C(q, π, t) + D(q, π, t)π − π(A(q, π, t) + B(q, π, t)π). Note if A = A(t), B = B(t), C = C(t), D = D(t), then we obtain a closed Riccati ordinary differential system for π, namelyπ = C +Dπ−π(A+Bπ). Once we solve this, we can in principle use the solution to solve the corresponding ordinary differential equation for q; also see Ledoux, Malham and Thümmler [53] .
(iii) Riccati flow is a linear inviscid Burgers subflow. Let us examine a special case of (ii) just above in detail. Suppose π R = π R (t; y) is a Riccati flow satisfying the ordinary differential equation ∂ t π R + π 2 R = 0, with y ∈ R n a parameter. The flow π(x, t; y) = π R (t; y)x is a linear subflow to the inviscid Burgers equation generated by the initial data π 0 (a; y) = π R (0; y)a. This is established as follows. The inviscid Burgers solution corresponding to such initial data requires x = a + tπ R (0; y)a, i.e. a = (I n + tπ R (0; y)) −1 x where the inverse is a matrix inverse. Hence we see π(x, t; y) = π R (0; y)a = π R (0; y)(I n + tπ R (0; y)) −1 x. We note π(x, t; y) is linear in x so we set π R (t; y) := π R (0; y)(I n + tπ R (0; y)) −1 which is the solution to the Riccati equation mentioned. Indeed explicitly we find ∂ t π(x, t; y) = −π 2 R (t; y)x and naturally (∇ x π)π = π 2 R (t; y)x. (iv) Generalised Riccati equations. In Beck et al. [10, 11] we assumed q and p were in general the integral kernels associated with Hilbert-Schmidt operators, say Q and P respectively, with the operators A, B, C and D indicated in Remark 16 as either bounded operators or with B and D possibly differential operators. Further, as in the last example, we assumed the Riccati relation was linear, indeed the operators associated with the kernels q and p were related via a Fredholm equation. More generally though we could also consider a nonlinear Fredholm equation relating the operators associated with the kernels q and p, for example of the form P = π(Q, t), where the Hilbert-Schmidt valued kernel of the solution operator π satisfies a generalised Riccati evolution equation in the sense suggested by Byrnes [16] .
Remark 17 (Madelung transform). This transform takes solutions w = w(x, t) to the Schrödinger equation i∂ t w+ 1 2 ∆w = (f (|w| 2 )+W )w, for some given potential W = W (x, t), and transforms them to solutions of the following inviscid system of compressible fluid equations (and vice-versa)
for potential flows v = ∇φ. The transform is given by w = √ ρe iφ and represents the complex form of the Cole-Hopf transform. To see this we set v = ∇φ and √ ρ = e ψ . We set f ≡ 0 for simplicity. In these variables the Madelung transform becomes w = e ψ+iφ or w = e Φ if Φ = ψ + iφ. The pair of equations above is then equivalent to i∂ t Φ + A natural question is how the graph flows we considered for the inviscid Burgers equation might extend to the viscous Burgers equation. Briefly, suppose we consider particle paths labelled by a ∈ R n generated by the stochastic processes Q t (a) = a + t 0 P s (a) ds + √ 2νB t , where ν > 0 is a constant, B t is an R n -valued standard Brownian motion and the precise form for the drift P s = P s (a) will be given presently. A representation for the solution π = π(x, t) with x ∈ R n can be obtained via the Itô chain rule as follows; see Constantin and Iyer [22] .
Lemma 8 (Burgers solution representation). Assume for some
is the stochastic process given by Q t (a) = a + t 0 P s (a) ds + √ 2νB t with the drift function given by P t (a) = π(Q t (a), t). Then the solution π = π(x, t) to the Burgers equation has the representation:
Proof. By direct computation using the Itô chain rule, see Øksendal [65] , we find
Setting x = Q t (a), using π is a smooth solution to the Burgers equation and taking the expectation of both sides, we obtain the stated representation.
⊓ ⊔
This last result is reminiscent of the method of characteristics for the inviscid Burgers equation, and indeed represents the natural extension of the method to this context. For a comprehensive account of this see Busnello, Flandoli and Romito [15] and Constantin and Iyer [22, 23] . Also see Section 8 where we formally explore graph flows and the stochastic Burgers equation.
Remark 18 (Generalised graph flows).
In general we have complete freedom in the prescriptions we have given. For example, a theme we can identify is a functional relation between three dynamic variables with the dynamics of two of the variables prescribed. Hence, as an explicit example, suppose we choose the functional relation to be p = q(π) where p = p(x, t), π = π(x, t) and q = q(π) only, with all variables scalar and real. Further assume p satisfies the linear partial differential equation
We will prescribe the constraint on the function variable q presently. Our goal is to determine the potential dynamics satisfied by π. By direct computation we observe that
2 . Equating these two quantities and assuming ∂ π q = 0 we find that
2 . Suppose we now prescribe q so that it satisfies the linear differential equation ∂ 2 π q = −c∂ π q for some real constant c. This completes our prescription. One solution is q(π) = exp(−cπ). This represents the Cole-Hopf transformation for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation T ∇v = ν∆v, and v = ∇φ for some function φ = φ(y, t), then φ satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation
Note this is equivalent to the change of measure at the stochastic differential equation level and thus here the Cameron-Martin-Girsanov Theorem is realised at the function partial differential equation level. We note that w ′ satisfies the heat equation since we have ν∆w ′ = ν∆(−(2ν) φ/2ν ∇w = −2νw −1 ∇w = −2ν∇ log w. This is the ColeHopf transformation for Burgers potential solutions. It is an example of the Grassmann-Pöppe approach, see Beck et al. [10, Remark 8] . Also see Lejay [54] and Doikou, Malham and Wiese [31] .
Nonlinear elliptic systems
Herein we briefly explore how the Grassmannian flow prescription we developed above can be adapted to linearise and construct solutions, here rational solutions, to specific classes of nonlinear elliptic systems. Suppose for x ∈ R n with n ∈ N that a = a(x) and d = d(x) are R n -valued smooth functions, while b = b(x) and c = c(x) are real-valued smooth functions. Consider the following prescription.
Prescription 8 (Nonlinear elliptic system). Assume the the real-valued function q = q(x), the R n -valued functions p = p(x) and g = g(x) satisfy ∇q = aq + bp,
where we also assume b is non-zero on R.
Remark 21 (Superpotentials). The solution g can be thought of as the superpotential associated with the boundary value problem prescribed by the coupled equations for q and p; see Beck and Malham [9, Remark 4.7] .
Discussion
We formally discuss further extensions of the Grassmann the graph flows we outlined above. We thus present the following sequence of examples:
(1) Systems upon systems. We emphasise we can build systems upon systems. By this mean that now we know that we can solve some nonlinear evolutionary partial differential equations via the Grassmann-Pöppe approach we can assume our base equations are such nonlinear evolution equations and construct more elaborate programmes for solving more sophisticated nonlinear equations. To demonstrate we restrict ourselves to partial differential equations with nonlocal nonlinearities. As a first example here consider the following prescription:
where p = p(x; t), q = q(x; t) and g = g(x; t) are assumed to be all sufficiently smooth functions in space x ∈ R n and time t ∈ [0, T ] for some n ∈ N and T > 0 for our subsequent arguments to make sense. Further, d is a function that will be chosen presently while ' * ' is the convolution product on R n so that
We note that if q and p denote the Fourier transforms of q and p respectively, then q(k; t) = exp(t|2πik| 2 )q(k; 0) while ∂ t p = pdp which is a scalar Riccati equation. We can either solve this directly or equivalently via the GrassmannPöppe approach we advocate to find p = p(k; t) explicitly. By a straightforward calculation taking the time derivative and using the product rule, integration by parts on the Laplacian term as well as the Inverse Kernel Lemma 6, we see g = g(x; t) satisfies the partial differential equation with nonlocal nonlinearity:
Note by an appropriate choice of d we fit q * d to be any function including, by invoking the Inverse Kernel Lemma 6 again, the Dirac delta function.
As a second example under this heading consider the following prescription:
where p = p(x, y; t), q = q(x, y; t) and g = g(x, y; t) are assumed to be sufficiently smooth functions with respect to the space x, y ∈ R n and time t ∈ [0, T ] parameters for some n ∈ N and T > 0 for our subsequent arguments to make sense. Here ∆ 1 denotes the Laplacian with respect to the first argument, b = b(x) and d = d(x, y) are functions chosen presently and the product '⋆' represents the 'big matrix' product between Hilbert-Schmidt operator kernels:
The evolutionary partial differential equation with nonlocal nonlinearity prescribing p = p(x, y; t) above can be linearised in the Grassmann-Pöppe sense as follows. Assume the prescription:
′ (x, y; t) and g ′ = g ′ (x, y; t), and where b ′ = b ′ (x, y). Then by direct calculation we observe g ′ satisfies the evolutionary partial differential equation with nonlocal nonlinearity
′ which is precisely the equation governing the evolution of p above. Also now note that given p = p(x, y; t) we can substitute it directly into the linear evolutionary partial differential equation prescribing q and in principle solve for q = q(x, y; t) explicitly. Again by direct calculation, differentiating p = g ⋆ q with respect to time using the product rule, using integration by parts for the Laplacian term emanating from the equation for q and postcomposing by the inverse operator to the operator corresponding to the kernel q, we observe that g = g(x, y; t) satisfies the evolutionary partial differential equation with nonlocal nonlinearity
In this case if we wanted to choose d such that q ⋆ d = δ then we would need to go back and solve the equations prescribing the evolution of p and q as a coupled system. An important development here should be emphasised though, which is independent of d, that this equation with nonlocal nonlinearity now has a general isotropic Laplacian term as opposed to the anisotropic diffusion term prevalent in the analogous examples considered in Beck et al. [10, 11] . This is due to the term ∆ 1 q in the linear evolution equation for q above.
(2) Stochastic partial differential equations. More specifically we mean those with nonlocal nonlinearities. Consider for example the following prescription:
where p = p(x, y; t), q = q(x, y; t) and g = g(x, y; t) are periodic functions of x and y, and t ∈ R + . The parameters α > 0, β ∈ R, γ > 0 and ǫ ∈ R are constant, while W = W (x, t) is a space-time standard Brownian sheet, periodic in x. The products ' * ' and '⋆' are the convolution and 'big matrix' products, respectively, as above in the last example. To be precise the termẆ * p is given by (Ẇ * p)(x, y; t) = RẆ (z; t)p(x − z, y; t) dz.
We assume q(x, y; 0) = δ(x − y) and p(x, y; 0) = g 0 (x, y) for given data g 0 = g 0 (x, y). By direct computation we observe
where in the last step we used integration by parts on the term with factor β. We also used thatẆ * (g ⋆ q) = (Ẇ * g) ⋆ q which can be confirmed directly. Hence multiplying the equation by the kernel q * = q * (x, y; t) corresponding to the kernel of the operator that is the inverse of that associated with q, and integrating with respect to x we deduce that g = g(x, y; t) satisfies
with g(x, y; 0) = g 0 (x, y). In Appendix C we demonstrate how to numerically solve this stochastic partial differential equation with the nonlocal nonlinearity shown using the Grassmann-Pöppe approach advocated here. Also see Doikou, Malham and Wiese [32] for more details.
(3) Stochastic Burgers equation. Towards the end of Section 6 in Lemma 8 we derived a Feynman-Kac solution representation for the Burgers equation solution as originally considered by Constantin and Iyer [22] . There we assumed the smooth function π satisfied the backwards Burgers equation. To close the loop in our programme herein, we now show how to construct solutions to a stochastic Burgers equation using the Grassmann-Pöppe approach. The idea is to consider a prescription involving stochastic processes Q t and P t , such that if we pose a time-dependent nonlinear map π : (Q t , t) → P t , then π satisfies a Burgers-like stochastic partial differential equation. This approach also more closely matches the spirit of Constantin and Iyer [22] . Assume n ∈ N and consider the following prescription. Assume for each a ∈ R n the R n -valued stochastic processes Q = Q(a), P = P (a) and π = π( · , t) satisfy
where P 0 (a) = π 0 (a) and π 0 : R n → R n is a given function. Naturally ν > 0 is a given diffusion constant and B t is a standard R n -valued Brownian motion. We remark that the generalised momentum P t (a) = P 0 (a) is constant. Given this, we see from our prescription above that for a given a ∈ R n the generalised coordinate Q t = Q t (a) is a stochastic process satisfying Q t (a) = a + tπ 0 (a) + √ 2νB t . In the prescription, the nonlinear map π = π( · , t) is assumed to be a stochastic process that is twice continuously differentiable with respect to its first argument and a C 1 -semimartingale; see Kunita [49] for more details. From Kunita [49, pg. 54] or Constantin and Iyer [22] we have the generalised Itô formula: Given a continuous semimartingale Q t , then π = π(Q t , t) satisfies the equation
Here ' · ' is the quadratic covariation. We now follow the argument in Constantin and Iyer [22] closely. As mentioned above, Q t (a) = a+tπ 0 (a)+ √ 2νB t , so Q, Q T s = 2νs id. Since P t (a) = P 0 (a) we know π(Q t2 (a), t 2 ) = π(Q t1 (a), t 1 ) = π 0 (a). Hence for any two times t 1 and t 2 we observe that
∇π Q s (a), s dB s equals zero. Keeping track of the finite variation terms, by direct computation, see Constantin and Iyer [22] , we know
Since these relations hold for all t 1 and t 2 , and π 0 (a) = π(Q t (a), t), we observe if we set Q t (a) = x then π = π(x, t) satisfies the stochastic Burgers equation:
How to interpret the solution to this stochastic partial differential equation in terms of the paths Q is discussed in Busnello et al. [15] and Constantin and Iyer [23] . We remark with regards to the particle paths for a given a ∈ R n , assuming the driving paths B t are differentiable for the moment, the dynamics of Q t (a) and
and Hamiltonian H(P t , t) = 
for any initial data satisfying 0 w 0 1, x ∈ R n . The product is over all individual particles alive at time t. The process Y t represents a branched Brownian motion (BBM) where individual Brownian motions develop branches at times given by a particular distribution. See McKean [59] or Etheridge [36] for more details. This is a very natural representation of the actual underlying chemical autocatalyst reaction. Together with the results of Henry-Labordère, Oudjane, Tan, Touzi and Warin [50] , Henry-Labordère and Touzi [51] and Thieullen and Vigot [82] these represent very interesting further directions of investigation for evolutionary nonlinear partial differential equations.
A. Numerical Simulations
We present numerical simulations for the Korteweg de Vries and also nonlinear Schrödinger equations we presented in Sections 3 and 4. For each nonlinear equation we provide two independent simulations: (i) Direct numerical simulation using well-known spectral algorithms, advancing the approximate solution u m in successive time steps; (ii) Generation of an approximate solution G approx using the Grassmann-Pöppe approach via the relevant "prescriptions" we outlined in the corresponding sections. Let us first explain the direct numerical simulation approach we employed. We chose an initial profile function p 0 = p 0 (x) on the interval [−L/2, L/2] for some fixed domain length L > 0. In the Korteweg de Vries equation case we then numerically solved the Fredholm integral equation in Lemma 4 for g approx = g approx (0, z; x, 0), with dataq 0 ≡ p 0 . This is solved numerically by approximating the integral over [−L/2, 0] by a Riemann sum and solving the resulting system of linear algebraic equations. We then set u 0 (x) = g approx (0, 0; x, 0). We chose the initial profile p 0 (x) = − 
where F denotes the Fourier transform and K is the diagonal matrix of Fourier coefficients 2πik. In practice we use the fast Fourier transform. We chose ∆t = 0.0001 and the number of Fourier modes is 2 8 . The result is shown in the top left panel in Figure 1 . In the Grassmann-Pöppe approach, given the the initial profile p 0 = p 0 (x) we advance the solution analytically in Fourier space to p(x, t) = F −1 (exp(tK 3 )F (p 0 )) at any given time t ∈ [0, T ], where T = 15. We setq = p and then solve the Fredholm integral equation in Lemma 4 for g approx = g approx (0, z; x, t). This is achieved by a crude Riemann sum as described above. The solution to the Korteweg de Vries equation at the given time t is then computed as G approx (x, t) = g approx (0, 0; x, t). The result is shown in the top right panel in Figure 1 , with the absolute difference between the approximations G approx and u m plotted in the lower left panel. The lower right panel shows the magnitude of the Fredholm determinant det(id +Q(x, t)).
In the case of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation the procedure is very similar to that for the Korteweg de Vries equation. Given p 0 (x) = 
We chose ∆t = 0.01 and the number of Fourier modes is 2 8 . The result is shown in the top two panels in Figure 2 . In the Grassmann-Pöppe approach, given the initial profile p 0 = p 0 (x) we advance the solution analytically to p(x, t) = F −1 (exp(−itK 2 )F (p 0 )) for any given time t ∈ [0, T ], where T = 100. Then using Lemma 5, we compute q using a Riemann sum approximation for its definition in terms of p and solve the Fredholm integral equation, again using a Riemann sum approximation, as for the initial data above. This generates g approx = g approx (0, z; x, t). The solution to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation is then computed as G approx (x, t) = g approx (0, 0; x, t). The result is shown in the middle two panels in Figure 2 , with the magnitude of the difference between the two approximations G approx and u m shown in the lower left panel. The lower right panel shows the magnitude of the Fredholm determinant det(id +Q(x, t)). with periodic boundary conditions. In particular, for the Grassmann-Pöppe approach we compute the solutions to the linear "base" partial differential equations by taking the inverse fast Fourier transform of the exact spectral representation for it. As we observe, the Grassmann-Pöppe approach appears to work perfectly well in the periodic context, though this needs to be investigated analytically further.
B. Classes of nonlinear PDEs with quotient solutions
We consider some specific classes of nonlinear partial differential equations that admit quotient solutions. They are characterised as follows. We assume the complex matrix-valued functions g = g(x, y; t) with x, y ∈ R n for some n ∈ N satisfy Fig. 2 . We plot the solution to the nonlinear Schödinger equation from Section 4. The top panels show the real and imaginary parts computed using a direct integration approach, while the middle panels show the corresponding real and imaginary parts computed using the Grassmann-Pöppe approach, of the solution evolution. The bottom left panel shows the magnitude of the difference between the two computed solutions. The bottom right panel shows the evolution of the magnitude of the Fredholm determinant of Q = Q(x, t).
either of the following two forms of equations:
∂ t g(x, y; t) = D x g(x, y; t) − g(x, y; t)b(y)g(y, y; t), or ∂ t g(x, y; t) = D x g(x, y; t) − g(x, y; t)F g(y, y; t)g † (y, y, t) .
In the second equation, the notation g † denotes the complex conjugate transpose of the matrix g and the function F is purely imaginary valued. In both equations the operator D x := d( √ −∆ x ) where d is a polynomial of √ −∆ x . A linear advective term such as v(x) · ∇ x g(x, y; t) for some given advective velocity v = v(x) can also be incorporated in d; as well as more general linear terms of this form. However we will not pursue such generalisations here. The function b = b(y) is assumed to be bounded and smooth. We remark that in both equations the linear terms involving D x might correspond to anisotropic diffusion or dispersion. Further note the form of the nonlocal nonlinearities indicated in each equation.
Let us now be more precise. Assume for any N, M, n ∈ N we are given initial data g 0 ∈ C ∞ (R 2n ; C N ×M ) ∩ Dom(D). Here Dom(D) represents the domain of the operator D x in L 2 (R 2n ; C N ×M ); this operator is prescribed more explicitly below. Our goal is to use a simple version of the Grassmann-Pöppe approach to construct for some time T > 0 of existence, the corresponding solution g = g(x, y; t) with g ∈ C ∞ ([0, T ]; C ∞ (R 2n ; C N ×M ) ∩ Dom(D)) to either of the partial differential equations ∂ t g = D x g − gbg or ∂ t g = D x g − gF (g g † ). We use the notation g and p to denote the corresponding functions evaluated along the diagonal so that g(y; t) := g(y, y; t) and p(y; t) := p(y, y; t).
M×M is assumed to have a power series representation with infinite radius of convergence and takes the form F (u) = i m 0 α m u m . Here we assume u : R n → R M×M and the coefficients α m = α m (y) ∈ R are bounded and smooth. We setq := q − I M where I M is the M × M identity matrix.
Prescription 9 (PDE with anisotropic diffusion). For the linear operators d and b described above, assume the functions p = p(x, y; t) ∈ C N ×M , q = q(y; t) ∈ C M×M with q(y; 0) = I M and g = g(x, y; t) ∈ C N ×M satisfy the system of linear equations
Remark 23 (Higher odd degree nonlinearity prescription). For the higher odd degree example we replace the linear equation for q ∈ C M×M by ∂ t q = F (p p † )q.
Lemma 9 (Existence and Uniqueness: Anisotropic PDE prescription).
Assume that g 0 ∈ C ∞ (R 2n ; C N ×M ) ∩ Dom(D) is given and that there exists a time T > 0 such that
) satisfy the system of linear differential equations given in Prescription 9 for the PDE with anisotropic diffusion, withq(y; 0) = O. Then there exists a function g = g(x, y; t) such that g ∈ C ∞ ([0, T ]; C ∞ (R 2n ; C N ×M ) ∩ Dom(D)).
Proof. By definition the operator √ −∆ x corresponds to multiplication by 2π|k| in Fourier space. Hence taking the Fourier transform of the base equation generates the decoupled equation ∂ t p(k, y; t) = d(2π|k|)p(k, κ; t). Solving this equation and taking the inverse Fourier transform generates the solution form p = p(x, y; t) shown above. To find q = q(y; t) we substitute the expression for p = p(x, y; t) into the equation for q and integrate in time.
⊓ ⊔ Lemma 11 (Explicit solutions). Given g 0 ∈ C ∞ (R 2n ; C N ×M )∩Dom(D), the solution to the nonlinear partial differential equation ∂ t g = D x g − gb(y)g, for g = g(x, y; t) with g = g(y, y; t) is given by g(x, y; t) = p(x, y; t)(q(y; t)) −1 , where p = p(x, y; t) and q = q(y; t) have the explicit forms shown in Lemma 10. This fact can be verified by direct substitution.
Remark 26. In the higher odd degree case we solve the first equation to determine p = p(x, y; t) and thus p = p(y, y; t). We then substitute p into the second equation so F (pp † ) is a given coefficient function.
C. SPDE with nonlocal nonlinearity
We present numerical simulations for the stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE) for g = g(x, y; t) given in the second example in the discussion Section 8. For these simulations we set α = 1, β = 0 so the diffusion is anisotropic, γ = 10 which is the quantity 'wf' indicated in Figure 3 , and ǫ = 1000. As in Appendix A we provide two independent simulations: (i) Direct numerical simulation using an exponential spectral algorithm similar to an approximate mild formulation of the SPDE, advancing the solution u m in successive time steps; (ii) Generation of an approximate solution g approx using the Grassmann-Pöppe approach via the prescription given in the second example in Section 8. We first explain the direct numerical simulation approach. The periodic domain was [0, 2π] 2 and final computation time T = 0.007. We chose an initial profile g 0 = g 0 (x, y) to be g 0 (x, y) = sech 10(x + y − 2π) sech 10(y − π) , together with some initial added noise we describe presently. We computed the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the initial data on 2 5 modes in each spatial direction, adding 0.001 times an independent standard normal random variable to each mode. The quantity 'icnf' indicated in Figure 3 is the factor 0.001. The total number of time steps was 2 8 . Rather crudely, to generate the numerical algorithm for the SPDE with the nonlocal nonlinearity concerned, we proceeded as follows. First we computed the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of the SPDE, utilising the natural Fourier formulation for the spacetime Brownian sheet. Second, over a computation step [t m , t m + ∆t] where ∆t = T /2 8 , we used the integrating factor technique to integrate the discrete form of the diffusive term ∂ 2 1 u to generate an equivalent approximate mild formulation for the equation. We used standard approximations for the time integrals for this approximate mild formulation, see for example Malham [56] or Doikou et al. [32] . This generates the following numerical scheme to advance the approximate SPDE solution in Fourier space u m = u m (k, κ) forward in time u m+1 = exp(−∆tK 2 )(u m + γ √ πK −1 ∆W m u m ) − ǫ∆t dexp(−∆tK 2 )u m u m , Fig. 3 . We plot the solution to the SPDE with nonlocal nonlinearity from Section 8. The panels show the solution computed at time t = 0.007 using a direct integration approach (left) and the corresponding solution computed using the Grassmann-Pöppe approach (right).
where K is the diagonal matrix of Fourier coefficients k. Note ∆W m represents the diagonal matrix of time increments of each mode of the Fourier formulation for the space-time Brownian sheet-from the term γẆ * g in the original SPDE. All the products in this time-stepping scheme are matrix products naturally assimilating the convolution and 'big matrix' products present in the original SPDE. The result for a single realised Brownian sheet, translated back into physical space, is shown in the left panel in Figure 3 . In the Grassmann-Pöppe approach, given the initial profile p 0 = g 0 (x, y) we advance the solution p = p(k, κ; t) in Fourier space to
Special care is required for the k = 0 mode. And note for comparison purposes we take W t to be the same Brownian sheet we used for the direct numerical simulation above. An important issue now arises. To compute q = 1 +q we need to time-integrate the differential equation ∂ tq = ǫp governing its evolution withq(k, κ; 0) = 0. We can only achieve this by numerical quadrature and we thus require the evaluation of p = p(k, κ; t) at sufficiently close intervening times in [0, T ] in order to evaluateq =q(k, κ; T ) sufficiently accurately. This is of course perfectly feasible but means that we lose the efficiency of the GrassmannPöppe approach mentioned as the "gain" we have achieved in the introduction. We explore this issue in some detail in Doikou et al. [32] . Further details on exact solvability of some SPDEs can also be found in Corwin [25] . Ploughing on, having accurately computedq(T ) we then solve the matrix equation p = g approx (I +q) with p andq evaluated at T for g approx = g approx (T ), where we have approximated the 'big matrix' product in Fourier space by a Riemann sum. The result, for the same single realised Brownian sheet as that for the direct simulation approach and translated back into physical space, is shown in the right panel in Figure 3 . The two results match up remarkably well.
